How to Install Roller Style Blinds
A. Chain Operation
Fitting the Brackets
First, decide on the position of the brackets, making sure that you place the
cross shaped bracket on the control side of the blind.
Second, mark the position where the brackets are to be fitted taking into
account that the total width is composed of blind size plus the bracket size.
Screw the brackets in the marked positions.

Fitting the Blind
Important: the fabric must hang at the back of the blind.
First, insert the spring plunger into the corresponding bracket.
Second, lower the locating hook into the cross shaped hole of the bracket.

B. Spring Operation
Fitting the Brackets
Taking into account that the spring system is located on the left with the
fabric hanging at the back of the blind, decide on the position of the two
brackets.
Screw the brackets in the chosen positions.

Fitting the Blind
Roll the fabric completely and fit the right side of the blind into the idle end
bracket. Following the instructions on the right, make sure that the locating
lugs on the drive end bracket are correctly positioned.
Press gently to activate the spring and fit the lugs into the locating slots on
the bracket. Slowly release the locking pin, not taking it all the way out.

The roller blind is now fitted and ready to use. To operate the blind, pull on the lower part, position it then raise it slightly to lock it into
place.
Adjust the spring tension
Lower the blind approximately 250mm and
lock it into position. Press the locking pin
and remove the blind from the brackets.
Roll the fabric onto the tube and place the
blind back into the brackets.
Note: For top cassette roller blinds, open
the cassette fascia to gain access to the pin.

Fitting the P cleat (chain operated roller blinds)
The P cleat is provided on all roller blinds with chain operation.
It must be screwed to the wall at a position that ensures that the
chain is fully stretched.
Slip the chain around the device preventing it from hanging freely.

C. Top Cassette
Each blind will be supplied with sufficient brackets. Blinds with top
cassette can be top or face fixed.
Fit the brackets to the wall or to the ceiling ensuring that there is a
distance of at least 75mm from each end of the blind and that the
intermediate brackets are positioned at equal distances from one
another.
Tilt the cassette profile away from you, hook the front side to the
bracket lip then carefully raise the back side to clip it into place.

